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Abstract

Selection within families can be conducted as family deviation (FDS)

or strict within-family selection (WFS). Our objectives were to (i)

investigate two breeding schemes combining selection among families

with FDS or WFS and (ii) compare the optimum allocation of test

resources for these breeding schemes. We focused on selection among

S1 families and doubled haploid (DH) lines within S1 families and used

Monte Carlo simulations to determine the selection gain (DĜ), its

standard deviation (SDDĜ), and the average coefficient of coancestry

among the selected DH lines (H). For breeding schemes focusing only

on within-family selection, as employed in animal breeding, the

maximum DĜ, its SDDĜ, and H were larger for FDS than for WFS.

However, for breeding schemes combining among- and within-family

selection, as employed commonly in plant breeding programmes, the

maximum DĜ, SDDĜ, and H were almost equal for FDS and WFS.

Furthermore, the optimum allocation of test resources was similar for

FDS and WFS. We conclude that FDS and WFS are equally suited for

short- and long-term success in breeding schemes where among-family

selection is followed by within-family selection.
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Several approaches for selection among and within families

have been discussed in the literature (cf. Wricke and Weber
1986, Falconer and Mackay 1996). Selection between families
is usually based on the family mean. For selection within

families, two alternative procedures were reported (Dempfle
1990, Hill et al. 1996). In strict within-family selection (WFS),
the best lines are selected from each family based on their rank

within the family. Under family deviation selection (FDS), the
deviation of each line from its respective family mean is
determined in absolute units and those lines with largest
deviations are selected from the entire population of lines.

However, in the classic textbooks of quantitative genetics
(Wricke and Weber 1986, Falconer and Mackay 1996), either
no clear distinction is made between FDS and WFS or a wrong

formula for the selection intensity within families is used for
FDS (Hill et al. 1996). In animal breeding, a 5–8% larger
selection gain and an up to 50% smaller effective population

size were reported for FDS compared with WFS (Hill et al.
1996). However, this study compared FDS with WFS
performing selection only among lines without prior selection
among families, which is unrealistic for plant breeding.

Consequently, our objectives were to (i) investigate the
efficiency of breeding schemes comprising a first selection step

among S1 families and a second selection step with FDS or
WFS among doubled haploid (DH) lines and (ii) compare the
optimum allocation of test resources under these schemes.

Monte Carlo simulations were used to compare the maximum

selection gain of two hybrid breeding schemes. Both breeding schemes

focused on one-stage testcross selection among and within families

originating from one cross of two homozygous lines. Regarding a

promising breeding scheme identified by Longin et al. (2007), S1
families and DH lines within S1 families were considered as test

candidates. The base population comprised NF S1 families, each

consisting of NL DH lines, which were evaluated in P test locations

with one replication. Breeding scheme 1, described by Hill et al. (1996),

focused only on selection within families and was performed either as

FDS (BS1-FDS) or as WFS (BS1-WFS). Thus, selection is carried out

only within and not among S1 families. In breeding scheme 2, selection

was carried out in two steps. In the first step, the best S1 families were

selected according to their family mean averaged across all NL DH

lines within an S1 family. In the second step, the best DH lines were

selected from the preselected S1 families with FDS (BS2-FDS) or WFS

(BS2-WFS). The allocation of test resources NF, NL, and P was

considered optimum if it maximized the selection gain for the

investigated scenario.

We assumed selection for a quantitative trait like yield and, hence,

employed normally distributed genotypic and phenotypic values. The

phenotypic value of a line was:

Y ¼ f þ mf þ lþ ml;

with

f � Nð0;r2
F Þ;

l � Nð0;r2
LÞ;

mf � Nð0;r2
F�y þ r2

F�p

.
P þ r2

F�y�p

.
PÞ;

and

ml � Nð0;r2
L�y þ r2

L�p

.
P þ r2

L�y�p

.
P þ r2

e

�
ðPRÞÞ;

where f and l are the effects of the families and lines, respectively, and

mf and ml the effects masking the former effects. r2
F is the genotypic

variance among S1 families and r2
L the genotypic variance among DH
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lines within S1 families. r2
F�y , r2

F�p, r2
F�y�p are the interaction

variances of S1 families with years, locations, and years · locations,

r2
L�y , r2

L�p, r2
L�y�p the interaction variances of DH lines with years,

locations, and years · locations, and r2
e is the plot error variance. In

the absence of epistasis, the variances for testcross performance are

r2
F ¼ r2

L ¼ r2
g=2 (Melchinger 1988).

Selection gain (DĜ) was determined as the difference between the

mean genotypic value of the selected fraction and the mean genotypic

value of the base population. The average coefficient of coancestry

among the selected DH lines (H) was estimated by averaging

the coefficient of coancestry of all possible pairwise crosses

among the selected DH lines avoiding reciprocals. We used 25 000

simulation runs per investigated scenario to warrant a high numeri-

cal accuracy of the simulation results. We assumed a budget of

B = NF · NL · P = 200, 1000, and 5000 testcross plot equivalents,

the selection of the best Ns = 4 or 25 DH lines, and variance

components of r2
F ; r2

F�y ; r2
F�p; r2

F�y�p; r2
L; r2

L�y ; r2
L�p; r2

L�y�p;

r2
e = 0.5; 0.1; 0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 0.1; 0.1; 0.2; 1 (VC1), = 0.5; 0.25; 0.25;

0.5; 0.5; 0.25; 0.25; 0.5; 2 (VC2), and = 0.5; 0.625; 0.625; 1.25; 0.5;

0.625; 0.625; 1.25; 5 (VC3), respectively. To assess the optimum

composition of finally selected test candidates (Ns), we investigated all

possible integer combinations of test candidates for Ns = 4 and 25, i.e.

the number of selected S1 families · selected DH lines within S1
families.

Results and Discussion

For the final selection of one S1 family with several DH lines,

the selection procedures FDS and WFS were by definition
equal (cf. Fig. 1a). However, for the final selection of the best
DH lines from several S1 families, DĜ was different for FDS

and WFS as well as for BS1 and BS2. In BS1, maximum DĜ
was up to 6%, its SDDĜ up to 40%, and H up to 10% larger
for FDS compared with WFS (Table 1). These findings were in
accordance with the results for selection within full-sib families

(Hill et al. 1996). Thus, in BS1 the use of FDS maximizes
short-term success, while the smaller H for WFS compared to
FDS suggests an advantage of WFS for long-term success.

Breeding scheme BS1 may be of interest in animal breeding,
but not in plant breeding. Therefore, we focus on breeding
scheme BS2 in the further discussion.

Maximum DĜ as well as its SDDĜ were almost equal for
BS2-FDS and BS2-WFS, regardless of whether the finally
selected DH lines originated from the same or from different S1
families (Table 1, Fig. 1a). For instance, for Ns = 4 · 1, VC2,

and a budget of 1000 testcross plot equivalents, we determined
DĜ = 1.60 and SDDĜ = 0.40 for BS2-FDS and BS2-WFS.
This can be explained by the large contribution of the among-
family selection to the total DĜ. This contribution is similar

for FDS and WFS and results from the higher heritability for
among-family selection compared with within-family selection
(cf. Wricke and Weber 1986). Consequently, for BS2, a large

number of NF at the expense of a low number of NL was
optimum. With decreasing NL due to increasing NF, however,
the difference in DĜ and SDDĜ for FDS and WFS was reduced

(Fig. 1b).
Furthermore, values of H were almost equal for BS2-FDS

and BS2-WFS, which is in contrast to findings for BS1
(Table 1). For FDS, higher values of H were expected

compared with WFS, because of the distribution of finally
selected DH lines across S1 families. In WFS, an equal number
of DH lines per S1 family is selected. In contrast, in FDS, the

DH lines with largest deviation from the family means are
selected across all families. Thus, the S1 families contribute
different numbers of DH lines to the selected fraction

increasing H in comparison with WFS. The increase of H in
FDS compared to WFS increased with decreasing NF and
increasing NL. However, the large optimum NF and low

optimum NL in BS2 reduced the difference in H for BS2-FDS
and BS2-WFS. Thus, short- and long-term success of BS2-
FDS and BS2-WFS are expected to be similar.
In all scenarios of BS2, the greatest DĜ, its smallest SDDĜ,

and the smallest H were determined for the final selection of
several S1 families each with one DH line, i.e. Ns = 4 · 1 or
Ns = 25 · 1 (Table 1). This is due to the fact that for these

values of Ns, the optimum number of NF was maximized in
comparison with other values of Ns. Consequently, NL = 1
was optimum for Ns = 4 · 1 or Ns = 25 · 1, and breeding

schemes BS2-FDS and BS2-WFS represent poor selection
among S1 families. For Ns = 2 · 2 or Ns = 5 · 5, poor
selection among but not within S1 families was less efficient

than BS2 due to the inability to use the gain from selection
among DH lines within S1 families (data not shown). Never-
theless, the optimum NF was clearly larger than NL also for
Ns = 2 · 2 or Ns = 5 · 5 emphasizing the importance of

family selection for the considered breeding situations.
Response curves of DĜ as a function of the number of test

locations or S1 families and the optimum allocation of test

Fig. 1: Selection gain (solid line) and its standard deviation (dotted line) in breeding schemes BS2-FDS and BS2-WFS as a function of the
number of (a) test locations and (b) S1 families, assuming varying compositions of the finally selected number of S1 families · DH lines within
selected S1 families (Ns). Note, BS2-FDS and BS2-WFS were identical for Ns = 1 · 4 and Ns = 4 · 1 in (a), and, thus, only one response curve
was plotted. Similar trends were obtained for the response curves of Ns = 25 · 1, Ns = 5 · 5, and Ns = 1 · 25 and, thus, these curves were not
shown to make a clear illustration
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resources were similar for FDS and WFS (Fig. 1, Table 1).
For instance, for Ns = 4 · 1, VC2, and a budget of 1000

testcross plot equivalents, the optimum allocation of test
resources comprised P = 5, NF = 200, and NL = 1 in BS2-
FDS and BS2-WFS. However, choice of P = 4 instead of the

optimum P = 5 reduced DĜ only to a small extent, if the
number of NF was increased in parallel. This is due to the flat
response curves of DĜ as a function of the number of test
locations in the vicinity of their maximum (Fig. 1a). For the

final selection of only one DH line per S1 family, response
curves of DĜ increased continuously with increasing number
of S1 families (Fig. 1b). This can be explained by the

requirement of large values of NF to make maximum use of
the higher heritability for among-family selection compared
with within-family selection.

The optimum allocation of test resources, DĜ and its SDDĜ,
as well as H were similar for FDS and WFS across a large
range of budgets, variance components, and compositions of

finally selected lines (Table 1). Variance components were
chosen based on analyses of variance of grain yield in
(i) testcross series of sugar beet of Central European breeding
material (Borchardt and Geiger 1997) and recent official rye

variety performance tests in Germany (VC1; F. Laidig,
personal communications), (ii) DH populations in maize
programmes of Central European breeding companies (VC2;

Gordillo and Geiger 2004) and (iii) testcross series of rapeseed
of Central European material (VC3; J. Möhring, personal
communications). Thus, the similarity of BS2-FDS and BS2-

WFS seems to be consistent across several crops and numerous
breeding situations.

In conclusion, the relative superiority of FDS over WFS

found by Hill et al. (1996), analysing only BS1, does not hold
true for BS2. In applied plant breeding, selection among and
within families is usually performed simultaneously, like in
BS2. Hence, both procedures of within-family selection, FDS

and WFS, can be used without affecting DĜ, its SDDĜ, or the
optimum allocation of test resources in short- and long-term

selection. However, a careful choice of the number of finally
selected families and lines within families as well as the weights
for family- and within-family selection is necessary to maxi-

mize the progress from selection.
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